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 When D.C. officers Diego and Cortez, part of the FBI’s Hostage Rescue Team, are tasked with rescuing the secretary of state
from a building . As S-20 uses his own operatives and his hostages to track Diego, he discovers the identity of S-20’s mole

within the Hostage Rescue Team. With help from Cortez, Diego attempts to clear the name of his brother, Officer Miguel .
With the HRT’s resources at his fingertips, Diego attempts to infiltrate the undercover base of S-20 . He can not only uncover

the mole within the Hostage Rescue Team , but use that information to help rescue his brother from S-20’s clutches . But will it
be in time? . Written by Kenneth Chisholm [kchishol@rogers.com] Genesis. 6 seasons • Sci-Fi • English audio • 2019. When a
mysterious being from space crash-lands on Earth, its true purpose is revealed to an intelligent species that has been hiding from

the invasion . As humanity and the alien race known as the Elohsians struggle to survive, their minds begin to drift apart. As
their relationship grows, the two races reveal secrets that could end the war . For the first time, the Earth race is able to see
beyond their own survival to a greater cause . How can a race that has never seen a great river find purpose? . Written by

Christian Kosmala [kosmala@rogers.com] 90210. 4 seasons • Drama • English audio • 2014. A rebellious teenager tries to make
the transition from the life she's been living in Orange County, California to one that makes more sense for her in Beverly Hills.
After moving with her mother to a new city, Dylan goes back to school, and has a love/hate relationship with her friends . Her
emotions are chaotic, and she falls for bad boy Nolan. Dylan learns the difference between the “good girls” and the “bad girls”
and begins to make her way on her own. She meets a new group of friends and learns the tricks of the trade of the Hollywood
scene. At the same time, she works to balance her career and personal life . Written by KGF VL staff [kgf_vl@rogers.com]

Cargill, Tara & Grant. 2 seasons • Comedies • English audio • 2018 82157476af
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